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Small Angle Light Scattering Assay System and Method for Detecting

Malaria Infection

[1] This application claims priority of U. S. provisional application

61/132,925 filed 24 June 2008 which is incorporated herein by reference.

[2] Light scattering profiles - each light scattering profile representing

an angular distribution of scattered light intensity over an angular range

including at least a first region of interest between zero degrees and five

degrees away from the central ray - are transformed by the system to assay

measures of malaria infection.

[3] The transformation uses changes between a control profile and a

detection profile to determine assay measures.

[4] Unexpected discovery of this transformation, which is not affected by

long-troubling observer specificity, makes possible the long-sought goal of

easy and rapid detection of malaria infection early enough for effective

treatment. Parasitemia as low as 0.0001 percent has been measured, and

lower may be possible.

[5] The small angle light scattering system for detecting malaria infection

operates a small angle light scattering method for detecting malaria

infection.

[6] FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of the system 10. FIG. 2 shows

comparison of a control profile and a detection profile for malaria infected

blood.

[7] Light from a light source 21 is incident on a sample in a sample

holder 22. The sample alternatively comprises a whole blood sample, a

control sample from the whole blood sample, and a first detection sample

from the whole blood sample with a first detection agent added.

[8] Light scattered by cells in the sample is incident on a scattered light

detector 23. Light scattering profiles 11 are output from the scattered light

detector and input to data storage 24. A transformation processor 12



determines changes between light scattering profiles and outputs assay

measures 13 which are output by the assays measures output component

14 of the system.

[9] FIG. 2 shows a control profile (solid curve) and a detection profile

(dotted curve). The detection agent here is SYBR Green. The changes

between the two curves is measurably greater than random variations

among profile measurements.

[10] Similar curves obtain for other detection agents such as riboflavin and

pentamidine. A detection agent can be any agent which reliably produces

changes between control and detection profiles greater than random

changes when blood is malaria infected.

[11] One transformation to measure the changes is to sum the absolute

values of the intensity differences for each pixel, which is the net area

between the two curves. Any other means for measuring the changes,

which reliably distinguishes between changes caused by the detection

agent and random variations can be used.

[12] The light scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of scatterers in

the sample which is detection optimized to a concentration just low enough

so that each scatterer which does scatter light scatters light only once.

Light scattered by cells at the smallest angles away from the central ray of

the light source can be blocked.

[13] Light scattered at angles up to five degrees away from the central ray

is superposition of scattering by whole cells and parts of cells. This

superposition of scatterings includes also superposition of various orders of

Mie scatterings. These superpositions result in profiles with one and more

peaks. If scatterers in samples have some long range order, then this long

range order can also contribute to the profile structure akin to scattering by

a lattice.

[14] It is unnecessary to know the source of the structure of profiles.



Information about malaria infection is manifest in changes between control

and detection profiles. Changes between profiles can be caused by changes

in size and shape of scatterers and can be caused by changes in index of

refraction of scatterers and of the medium and can be changed by loss of

scatterers.

[15] When blood in samples is malaria infected, changes between a control

profile and a detection profile are measurably greater than random changes

among profiles as can be seen in FIG. 2 .

[16] To isolate changes which indicate malarial infection from other

changes, a calibration transformation is applied. A calibration

transformation has been applied to the curves in FIG. 2 .

[17] The small angle light scattering assay system for detecting malaria

infection comprises a light source having a central ray, a sample holder for

holding a sample, a scattered light detector, a data storage component, and

a transformation processor.

[18] The sample is detection optimized.

[19] The sample alternatively comprises: a whole blood sample, a control

sample from the whole blood sample, and a first detection sample from the

whole blood sample with a first detection agent added.

[20] The scattered light detector outputs light scattering profiles. The light

scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of scatterers in the sample

which is detection optimized to a concentration just low enough so that

each scatterer which does scatter light scatters light only once.

[21] Each light scattering profile comprises measured values of scattered

light intensity at each pixel Pd of the scattered light detector in at least a

first detection region of interest between zero degrees and five degrees

away from the central ray, each pixel being proportional to an angle away

from the central ray.

[22] The profiles comprise:



[23] A detection profile comprising measured detection sample values

DI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the detection

sample, and

[24] A control profile comprising measured control sample values CI(Pd) of

scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd in the first

detection region of interest when the sample is the control sample.

[25] Light scattering profiles output from the scattered light detector are

input to the data storage component.

[26] The transformation processor transforms profiles stored in the data

storage component to assay measures. A first assay measure results from

determination of first assay differences between the first detection profile

and the control profile.

[27] When first assay differences are not greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises a report of

no malaria infection of the sample.

[28] When first assay differences are greater than random measurement

variations, then the first assay measure comprises a report of malaria

infection of the sample.

[29] The first assay measure can be any assay member of an assay

plurality of assay measurements.

[30] There are many ways that control profiles and detection profiles can

be compared. Any comparison which are reliably sensitive to differences

indicating malarial infection can be used.

[31] An assay member of the assay plurality can comprise:

[32] A transformation A = ∑ |DI(Pd) x M - CI(Pd) | , summing over all

pixels Pd in the first detection region of interest, where M is:

[33] A calibration transformation M = ∑DI(Pc)/∑CI(Pc), summing over all

pixels Pc in a first calibration region of interest.



[34] The DI(Pc) are measured detection sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the first calibration

region of interest when the sample is the detection sample.

[35] The CI(Pc) are measured control sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the in the first

calibration region of interest when the sample is the control sampler.

[36] The first calibration region of interest is a constant-angle region of

interest chosen by reference to historical data to be used to isolate infection

indicating changes from other changes when the whole blood sample is

malaria infected blood.

[37] The first detection agent can be any detection member of a detection

plurality of detection agents.

[38] The first region of interest can be any region member of a region

plurality of regions of interest.

[39] The first calibration region of interest can be any calibration member

of a calibration plurality of calibration regions of interest.

[40] The system operates a small angle light scattering assay method for

detecting malaria infection. The method comprises obtaining from a sample

small angle light scattering profiles and transforming profiles to assay

measures.

[41] The sample is detection optimized. The sample alternatively

comprises: a whole blood sample, a control sample from the whole blood

sample, and a first detection sample from the whole blood sample with a

first detection agent added.

[42] The light scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of scatterers in

the sample which is detection optimized to a concentration just low enough

so that each scatterer which does scatter light scatters light only once.

[43] Each light scattering profile comprises measured values of scattered

light intensity at each pixel Pd of a scattered light detector in at least a first



detection region of interest between zero degrees and five degrees away

from a central ray of a light source incident on the sample, each pixel being

proportional to an angle away from the central ray.

[44] The profiles comprise:

[45] A detection profile comprising measured detection sample values

DI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the detection

sample, and a control profile comprising measured control sample values

CI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the control

sample.

[46] A first assay measure results from determination of first assay

differences between the first detection profile and the control profile.

[47] When first assay differences are not greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises a report of

no malaria infection of the sample.

[48] When first assay differences are greater than random measurement

variations, then the first assay measure comprises a report of malaria

infection of the sample.

[49] The first assay measure can be any assay member of an assay

plurality of assay measurements.

[50] An assay member of the assay plurality can comprise:

[51] A transformation A = |DI(Pd) x M - CI(Pd) | , summing over all

pixels Pd in the first detection region of interest, where M is:

[52] A calibration transformation M = DI(Pc)/ CI(Pc), summing over all

pixels Pc in a first calibration region of interest.

[53] The DI(Pc) are measured detection sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the first calibration

region of interest when the sample is the detection sample.



[54] The CI(Pc) are measured control sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the in the first

calibration region of interest when the sample is the control sampler.

[55] The first calibration region of interest is a constant-angle region of

interest chosen by reference to historical data to be used to isolate infection

indicating changes from other changes.

[56] The first detection agent can be any detection member of a detection

plurality of detection agents.

[57] The first region of interest is any region member of a region plurality

of regions of interest.

[58] The first calibration region of interest is any calibration member of a

calibration plurality of calibration regions of interest.



CLAIMS

Claimed is:

1 . A small angle light scattering assay system for detecting malaria

infection, the system comprising:

a light source having a central ray;

a sample holder for holding a sample,

where the sample is detection optimized,

where the sample alternatively comprises:

a whole blood sample;

a control sample from the whole blood sample; and

a first detection sample from the whole blood sample with a first

detection agent added;

a scattered light detector,

where the scattered light detector outputs light scattering profiles,

where the light scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of

scatterers in the sample which is detection optimized to a

concentration just low enough so that each scatterer which does

scatter light scatters light only once,

where each light scattering profile comprises measured values of

scattered light intensity at each pixel Pd of the scattered light

detector in at least a first detection region of interest between

zero degrees and five degrees away from the central ray, each

pixel being proportional to an angle away from the central ray,

where the profiles comprise:

a detection profile comprising measured detection sample values

DI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector

pixel Pd in the first detection region of interest when the sample

is the detection sample, and

a control profile comprising measured control sample values CI(Pd) of



scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the

control sample;

a data storage component,

light scattering profiles output from the scattered light detector being

input to the data storage component;

a transformation processor for transforming profiles stored in the

data storage component to assay measures,

where a first assay measure results from determination of first assay

differences between the first detection profile and the control

profile,

where, when first assay differences are not greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises

a report of no malaria infection of the sample,

where, when first assay differences are greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises

a report of malaria infection of the sample.

2 . The system of claim 1 where the first assay measure is any assay

member of an assay plurality of assay measurements.

3 . The system of claim 2 where an assay member of the assay

plurality comprises:

a transformation A = |DI(Pd) x M - CI(Pd) | , summing over all

pixels Pd in the first detection region of interest,

where M is a calibration transformation M = DI(Pc)/ CI(Pc),

summing over all pixels Pc in a first calibration region of interest,

where DI(Pc) are measured detection sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the first

calibration region of interest when the sample is the detection

sample,



where CI(Pc) are measured control sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the in the

first calibration region of interest when the sample is the control

sampler, and

where, the first calibration region of interest is a constant-angle

region of interest chosen by reference to historical data to be

used to isolate infection indicating changes from other changes.

4 . The system of claim 1 where the first detection agent is any

detection member of a detection plurality of detection agents.

5 . The system of claim 1 where the first region of interest is any

region member of a region plurality of regions of interest.

6 . The system of claim 1 where the first calibration region of interest

is any calibration member of a calibration plurality of calibration regions of

interest.

7 . A small angle light scattering assay system for detecting malaria

infection, the system comprising:

a light source having a central ray;

a sample holder for holding a sample,

where the sample is detection optimized,

where the sample alternatively comprises:

a whole blood sample;

a control sample from the whole blood sample; and

a first detection sample from the whole blood sample with a first

detection agent added;

a scattered light detector,

where the scattered light detector outputs light scattering profiles,

where the light scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of

scatterers in the sample which is detection optimized to a

concentration just low enough so that each scatterer which does



scatter light scatters light only once,

where each light scattering profile comprises measured values of Mie

scattered light intensity at each pixel Pd of the scattered light

detector in at least a first detection region of interest between

zero degrees and five degrees away from the central ray, each

pixel being proportional to an angle away from the central ray,

where the profiles comprise:

a detection profile comprising measured detection sample values

DI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector

pixel Pd in the first detection region of interest when the sample

is the detection sample, and

a control profile comprising measured control sample values CI(Pd) of

scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the

control sample;

a data storage component,

light scattering profiles output from the scattered light detector being

input to the data storage component;

a transformation processor for transforming profiles stored in the

data storage component to assay measures,

where a first assay measure results from determination of first assay

differences between the first detection profile and the control

profile,

where, when first assay differences are not greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises

a report of no malaria infection of the sample,

where, when first assay differences are greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises

a report of malaria infection of the sample,



where the first assay measure is any assay member of an assay

plurality of assay measurements,

where an assay member of the assay plurality comprises:

a transformation A = |DI(Pd) x M - CI(Pd) | , summing over all

pixels Pd in the first detection region of interest,

where M is a calibration transformation M = DI(Pc)/ CI(Pc),

summing over all pixels Pc in a first calibration region of interest,

where DI(Pc) are measured detection sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the first

calibration region of interest when the sample is the detection

sample,

where CI(Pc) are measured control sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the in the

first calibration region of interest when the sample is the control

sampler,

where, the first calibration region of interest is a constant-angle

region of interest chosen by reference to historical data to be

used to isolate infection indicating changes from other changes,

where the first detection agent is any detection member of a

detection plurality of detection agents,

where the first region of interest is any region member of a region

plurality of regions of interest, and

where the first calibration region of interest is any calibration

member of a calibration plurality of calibration regions of

interest.

8 . A small angle light scattering assay method for detecting malaria

infection, the method comprising:

obtaining from a sample small angle light scattering profiles,

where the light scattering is Mie scattering by an ensemble of



scatterers in the sample which is detection optimized to a

concentration just low enough so that each scatterer which does

scatter light scatters light only once,

where the sample alternatively comprises:

a whole blood sample;

a control sample from the whole blood sample; and

a first detection sample from the whole blood sample with a first

detection agent added,

where each light scattering profile comprises measured values of

scattered light intensity at each pixel Pd of a scattered light

detector in at least a first detection region of interest between

zero degrees and five degrees away from a central ray of a light

source incident on the sample, each pixel being proportional to

an angle away from the central ray,

where the profiles comprise:

a detection profile comprising measured detection sample values

DI(Pd) of scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector

pixel Pd in the first detection region of interest when the sample

is the detection sample, and

a control profile comprising measured control sample values CI(Pd) of

scattered light intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pd

in the first detection region of interest when the sample is the

control sample,

transforming profiles to assay measures,

where a first assay measure results from determination of first assay

differences between the first detection profile and the control

profile,

where, when first assay differences are not greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises



a report of no malaria infection of the sample,

where, when first assay differences are greater than random

measurement variations, then the first assay measure comprises

a report of malaria infection of the sample,

where the first assay measure is any assay member of an assay

plurality of assay measurements,

where an assay member of the assay plurality comprises:

a transformation A = |DI(Pd) x M - CI(Pd) | , summing over all

pixels Pd in the first detection region of interest,

where M is a calibration transformation M = DI(Pc)/ CI(Pc),

summing over all pixels Pc in a first calibration region of interest,

where DI(Pc) are measured detection sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the first

calibration region of interest when the sample is the detection

sample,

where CI(Pc) are measured control sample values of scattered light

intensity at each scattered light detector pixel Pc in the in the

first calibration region of interest when the sample is the control

sampler,

where, the first calibration region of interest is a constant-angle

region of interest chosen by reference to historical data to be

used to isolate infection indicating changes from other changes,

where the first detection agent is any detection member of a

detection plurality of detection agents,

where the first region of interest is any region member of a region

plurality of regions of interest, and

where the first calibration region of interest is any calibration

member of a calibration plurality of calibration regions of

interest.
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